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The impact of electron scattering at surfaces and grain boundaries in nanometric polycrystalline

tungsten (W) films was studied. A series of polycrystalline W films ranging in thickness from 10 to

310 nm and lateral grain size from 74 to 133 nm were prepared on thermally oxidized Si. The

Fuchs-Sondheimer surface-scattering model and Mayadas-Shatzkes grain-boundary scattering

model were employed for quantitative analyses. Predictions from the theoretical models were

found to deviate systematically from the experimental data. Possible reasons for the failure of the

theoretical models to describe the experimental data are explored. Finally, a discussion of the

crucial features lacking from existing models is presented, along with possible avenues for improving

the models to result in better agreement with experimental data. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4868093]

I. INTRODUCTION

Tungsten (W) has been recently considered as a poten-

tial candidate to replace Cu for future semiconductor

interconnects.1–3 The replacement is predicted to improve

the interconnect reliability due to stronger W-W bonding, as

reflected by the very high melting point of 3695 K compared

with Cu at 1357 K.4 Further, the electron mean free path

(EMFP) of W at room temperature,2 19.1 nm, is less than

half that of Cu, 39 nm; hence, a reduction in the impact of re-

sistivity size effect is expected. However, the higher room

temperature bulk resistivity of W at 5.3 lX cm, compared to

Cu at 1.7 lX cm, requires quantitative knowledge of the

grain boundary and surface scattering contributions to resis-

tivity size effect of W with decreasing conductor dimensions,

e.g., line-height, line-width and grain size, to assess whether

W may provide lower resistivity as a nanoscale interconnect.

This knowledge can, in part, be obtained experimentally, but

a sound theoretical understanding is also needed to allow

extrapolation beyond a single data set and to dimensions

smaller than currently examined.

The resistivity size effect is typically attributed to elec-

tron momentum loss along the direction of current flow due to

surface and grain boundary scattering.5 The commonly used

theoretical models for these scattering mechanisms are the

Fuchs-Sondheimer (FS) surface scattering model6,7 and the

Mayadas-Shatzkes (MS) grain boundary scattering model.8

The FS model incorporates a specularity parameter (p), the

fraction of electrons that are specularly scattered from the

surfaces, with (1 � p) denoting the fraction scattered dif-

fusely.6,7 The film resistivity of the FS model is computed as

qFS ¼ qi 1� 3

2k

� �
ð1� pÞ

ð1
1

1

t3
� 1

t5

� �
1� expð�ktÞ

1� p expð�ktÞdt

2
64

3
75
�1

;

(1)

where k ¼ L
k, where L is the film thickness, k is the bulk elec-

tron mean-free path, and qi is the bulk resistivity of the

metal.

The MS model incorporates a reflection coefficient (R)

representing the fraction of electrons that are reflected at

columnar grain boundaries.8 (1 � R) then corresponds to the

fraction transmitted. In case of films with infinite thickness,

i.e., with no interaction between grain boundary scattering

and surface scattering, the film resistivity due to grain

boundary scattering by the MS model is

qMS ¼ qi 1� 3

2
aþ 3a2 � 3a3ln 1þ 1

a

� �� ��1

; (2)

where a ¼ k
g

� �
R

1�R, and g is in-plane (lateral) grain size of

columnar grains. Following Matthiessen’s rule, total film

resistivity in the regime of size effect is often described

with the summation of the contributions of the FS surface

scattering and MS grain boundary scattering. This com-

bined model, with no interaction between the two scattering

mechanisms, is referred to as “FSþMS” model. Mayadas-

Shatzkes also developed a model which allows an interac-

tion between the two scattering mechanisms, where

the grain boundary scattering process redirects electrons

with initial momentum parallel to the external surfaces
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(i.e., having no possibility of scattering at surfaces) towards

the surfaces, which increases resistivity over and above

the simple summation of the surface and grain boundary

scattering. This model is referred to as “MSS” model,9 and

the total film resistivity according to this model is com-

puted as

qMSS ¼
"

1

qMS

� 6

pkqi

� �
ð1� pÞÞ

ðp=2

0

du
ð1
1

dt
cos2u

H2ðt;uÞ

� 1

t3
� 1

t5

� �
1� exp �ktHðt;uÞ½ �

1� p exp �ktHðt;uÞ½ � dt

#�1

; (3)

where

Hðt;uÞ ¼ 1þ a

cos u
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 1

t2

q :

While studies of the resistivity size effect for W films

and lines have been reported in a number of prior

publications,10–14 these studies (1) adopted bulk EMFP

values from early reports that significantly overestimated

the value10–12 (i.e., �40 nm at room temperature15,16

instead of the value of 19.1 nm determined using density

functional theory (DFT) calculations2), (2) treated EMFP

as a fitting parameter in addition to the other fitting param-

eters p and R,13 an approach which was shown to produce a

non-unique set of fitting parameters,2 (3) introduced an

unjustified “dead layer,” as thick as 12 nm, to describe the

resistivity size effect,12 or (4) neglected the role of grain

boundary scattering in polycrystalline films.14 Due to these

shortcomings, it is necessary to re-evaluate the impact of

the resistivity size effect in W, aimed at assessing its

potential as the next-generation semiconductor intercon-

nect material. In addition, it is of significant fundamental

interest to establish how effective existing theoretical mod-

els can be expected to describe experimental data, espe-

cially in the limit of very thin film thickness and/or low

temperatures.

In this study, the role of surface scattering and grain

boundary scattering in the resistivity size effect for polycrys-

talline W thin films is investigated. The measured film thick-

ness and grain size are in the ranges of 10 to 310 nm and 74

to 133 nm, respectively. The FS, FSþMS, and MSS models

are employed to determine p and R for polycrystalline W

films. It is found that the relative contributions of the two

scattering mechanisms are similar in both the FSþMS and

MSS models. However, it is also found that the theoretical

models systematically deviate from the experimental data. A

discussion of possible reasons for the inadequacy of the

models is presented. These include the possibility of more

than one relevant length scale for bulk electron scattering,

neglect of electron interference including mini-band

formation or electron localization effects, and neglect of

size-dependence of the phonon spectrum relevant for

electron-phonon scattering. Possible directions for improve-

ment of theoretical models are discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTS

Polycrystalline W films having thicknesses from 10 to

310 nm were deposited onto thermally oxidized (100)-Si

wafers by DC magnetron sputtering using a 99.95% purity

W target. The deposition temperature and sputtering power

were 520 �C and 250 W, respectively, at which the deposi-

tion rate was 1.4 Å/s. Following deposition, the films were

annealed ex-situ at 850 �C for 2 h in Ar þ 4% H2 ambient.

Additional details of the film processing conditions can be

found elsewhere.1–3

h-2h x-ray diffraction (XRD) scans were performed

using Cu Ka radiation. In order to suppress the strong Si

(400) peak near 69.2� without significantly affecting the in-

tensity of W peaks, samples were omega-tilted by 6.5�.1

X-ray w-scans were also performed to identify the preferred

crystallographic orientation of the grains in the films. The

film thicknesses were measured using x-ray reflectivity

(XRR). All x-ray patterns were obtained on the PANalytical

PW 3040/60 instrument. Electrical resistivities of the films

were measured using the van der Pauw method.17

For the grain size measurement, a transmission electron

microscope (TEM) based orientation mapping technique was

employed.18–21 About 20 orientation maps were recorded

using the orientation mapping system (NanoMEGAS) in-

stalled on an FEI Tecnai F20 TEM (FEI Corporation) with a

field emission gun and an accelerating voltage of 200 kV.

The maps were then analyzed using TSL OIM software

(EDAX) in a similar manner as described elsewhere.21 Grain

boundary networks were reconstructed using the TSL OIM

software, based on which the lateral average grain size in the

films was determined. The reported grain size is the equiva-

lent circle diameter of the mean area for a statistically signif-

icant number of grains (of the order of 1000 per sample),

using the relation

Grain size ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4 �A

p

r
; (4)

where �A is the mean area. The errors on these diameters are

quoted as 62r values at a confidence level of 95% for the

given grain population.22 Table I summarizes film identifica-

tion, thickness, resistivity at 293 K and at 4.2 K, lateral grain

size, number of grains measured, and the ratio of grain size

to film thickness.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) gives a representative h-2h XRD scan, con-

ducted for film G. The various Bragg-reflected peaks confirm

that the film is polycrystalline, in the bcc a-phase.1 No high-

resistivity A15 b-phase was observed. A w-scan for film G

with respect to the (110) peak is also given in Fig. 1(b),

where the relatively small peak to valley ratio (around two)

and the presence of the additional {110} peak near 60� indi-

cate that the polycrystalline film is weakly (110) fiber-

textured.

Figure 2(a) shows a representative crystal orientation

map for film F from which lateral grain size is measured as

described earlier. The cross-sectional TEM dark-field

104308-2 Choi et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 104308 (2014)



micrograph for film G is shown in Figure 2(b) as an example

of the columnar microstructure of the films. Figure 3 shows

average grain sizes of the W films as a function of layer

thickness. The grain size generally increases with thick-

ness,23 ranging from 74 to 133 nm, but is not proportional to

layer thickness. The ratio of grain size to thickness varies

from 7:1 for the thinnest film to �0.4:1 for the thickest film.

The lack of a linear relationship between grain size and film

thickness should aid the quantitative separation of grain size

and surface contributions to the resistivity size effect.9,24

The FS model was found to severely underestimate the

experimentally observed film resistivity, suggesting a signifi-

cant role played by grain-boundary scattering. To quantify the

surface and grain boundary contributions to the resistivity size

effect, the FSþMS model (Eq. (1) and (2)) and MSS model

(Eq. (3)) were used, and the values of p and R were varied in

steps of 0.01 and the corresponding sum squared error (SSE)

values were calculated. This approach allows the global mini-

mum of SSE to be determined with greater accuracy than the

typical fitting approach.9,12 Using Eqs. (1)–(3), it should be

noted that the W sputtering target used in this study was only

99.95% pure, and thus impurities, in addition to phonons, may

contribute to the background scattering. To account for this

additional scattering, the resistivity of a 300 nm thick single

crystal film similarly annealed and deposited from the same

target was taken as the bulk resistivity at both 4.2 K

(1.32 lXcm) and at room temperature (6.32 lXcm).2 The

EMFP values at these temperatures were then computed by

taking the product qohkio ¼ 1.01� 10�15 Xm2 to be

TABLE I. Film identification, thickness, resistivity at 293 K and 4.2 K, lateral grain size, number of grains measured, and ratio of grain size to film thickness.

Resistivity (lX cm)

Film ID Thickness (nm) 293 K 4.2 K Grain size (nm) Number of grains measured Ratio

A 10.3 14.4 8.5 74 6 4 1270 7.2

B 20.6 11.0 5.7 90 6 5 1230 4.4

C 30.8 10.0 4.7 83 6 4 1759 2.7

D 41.1 9.4 4.2 84 6 5 1276 2

E 61.7 8.7 3.5 95 6 6 975 1.5

F 123.4 8.0 2.8 106 6 6 1057 0.86

G 185.1 7.6 2.4 133 6 8 1081 0.72

H 310.2 7.2 2.1 119 6 7 1081 0.38

FIG. 1. (a) h-2h XRD pattern for film G. The vertical lines from left to right

mark the Bragg peak positions of (110), (200), (211), and (220) planes of bcc W,

respectively; (b) psi scan with respect to the W-(110) peak for film G.

FIG. 2. (a) Representative inverse pole figure map and color key (inset) for

film F in the sample normal direction for grain size measurement and (b)

cross-sectional dark-field transmission electron micrograph of film G.

104308-3 Choi et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 104308 (2014)



independent of temperature,2 which yielded 77.7 nm and

16.1 nm at 4.2 and 293 K, respectively.

The resulting scattering parameters for the global mini-

mum of the SSE for the FSþMS and MSS models were

found to be p¼ 0, R¼ 0.55 and p¼ 0, R¼ 0.56, respectively.

Table II summarizes these scattering parameters with the

corresponding SSE values. The small improvement of SSE

for the MSS over FSþMS and the very similar values of p
and R for the two models indicate that these models are not

distinguishable in this experiment. This result is to be con-

trasted with Cu films where a statistically significant lower

SSE was observed for the FSþMS model, indicating little

interaction between grain boundary and surface scattering.9

The inability of these experiments in W to distinguish the

two models may be due to the significantly shorter EMFP of

77.7 nm for W at 4.2 K, compared with that of Cu, 33 lm at

4.2 K. The shorter bulk EMFP for W is less than the grain

size for all but one of the samples. Under these conditions, it

is expected that isotropic scattering from impurities may

mask the effect of grain-boundary scattering acting to redi-

rect electrons toward the surfaces. Hence, the discussion

hereafter will primarily focus on the results of the FSþMS

model, which does not presume any direct coupling between

grain-boundary and surface scattering.

Figure 4 is a contour map of the SSE values computed

as functions of p and R, using the FSþMS model. In the fig-

ure, it is clear that the changes in R are accompanied with

greater increases in SSE than changes of p. It is also note-

worthy that the SSE distribution relative to the global mini-

mum SSE is asymmetric, i.e., a rise of SSE associated with

an increase in R from the minimum-point SSE (i.e., p¼ 0

and R¼ 0.55) results in a greater increase in SSE than that

with a decrease in R. In order to evaluate the reliability of p
and R obtained by the minimization of the SSE, the error

ranges were determined via the bootstrap resampling method

of statistical analysis25,26 using 10 000 re-samplings on the

16 SSE values to obtain the values of p and R at the 95%

confidence level. These are summarized in Table II.

While the FSþMS can be fit to the experimental data

with a clear global minimum, there are systematic errors in

the fit that suggest that these models cannot be used with

confidence to describe scaling of the resistivity with film

thickness. This is especially true for film thicknesses below

�20 nm. In Fig. 5, the experimentally measured resistivity is

subtracted from the values computed using the optimized

FSþMS model and also the FS model (Eq. (1)) optimized

with p¼ 0. From Fig. 5, it is evident that for very thin films,

the experimental resistivity is significantly larger than the

model predictions, with the disagreement increasing substan-

tially with decreasing film thickness. Comparison of the

FIG. 3. Plots of grain sizes of W thin films and ratios of grain size to film

thickness as a function of layer thickness. The second order polynomial fit

for grain size as a function of film thickness is y¼ 71.0þ 0.470x � 0.001x2.

TABLE II. Model parameters, p and R, for the FSþMS model and MSS

model. Numbers in the parentheses correspond to the errors at 95% confi-

dence in the bootstrap resampling method.

Model p R Sum squared error

FSþMS 0 0.55 4.6

(þ0.09) (þ0.05/�0.06)

MSS 0 0.56 4.4

(þ0.1) (þ0.05/�0.06)

FIG. 4. Contour map of SSE as functions of p and R, where p and R were

varied in steps of 0.01. The dashed curve represents limits of p and R at 95%

confidence in bootstrap resampling.

FIG. 5. Difference in resistivity, Dq, obtained by subtracting the experimen-

tal resistivity values from the values obtained with the FS and FSþMS

models is plotted as a function of film thickness for room temperature

(293 K) and liquid He (4.2 K) temperature. As film thickness decreases, the

models systematically predict lower resistivity, resulting in negative values

for Dq.

104308-4 Choi et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 104308 (2014)



FSþMS and FS models show that while adding grain-

boundary scattering improves agreement with experiment,

the FSþMS model has the undesirable effect of overesti-

mating the resistivity in the limit of thick films, while simul-

taneously underestimating the resistivity of the thinner films.

The results in Fig. 5 permit two important observations to be

made. First, and most significantly, clear qualitative differen-

ces exist between the models and the experiments that cannot

obviously be resolved by a different choice of model param-

eters. In particular, despite the assumption of fully diffuse

interface scattering (p¼ 0) in both the FSþMS and FS mod-

els, the predicted resistivity is significantly lower than exper-

imental values for the thinnest films. Possible reasons for the

failure of these commonly used models to describe the

experiments, along with routes for improvements of the

models, are explored later in this section. The second obser-

vation is that grain-boundary scattering plays a significant

role, especially for thicker films. However, the addition of

grain-boundary scattering in the FSþMS model is insuffi-

cient to accurately describe the experimental data. In particu-

lar, the optimized FSþMS model results in resistivity

values too large for thick films, while still remaining too

small for thin films.

To underscore the importance of surface scattering in

the thinner films, the predictions of the FSþMS model using

the data in Tables I and II are plotted as a function of layer

thickness in Fig. 6. It is shown that the surface contribution

continuously increases with decreasing film thickness to

become the dominant scattering mechanism at thicknesses

below 20 nm at both 293 and 4.2 K. This is very different

from previously reported result for Cu films,9 where grain

size was found to decrease significantly with thickness and

the dominant scattering mechanism was grain boundary scat-

tering throughout the film thickness range. The difference in

behavior of W and Cu is mostly attributed to the increasingly

larger ratio of grain size to film thickness (Table I) with

decreasing film thickness for W, e.g., a factor of seven for

film A, whereas it is only a factor of two for Cu at similar

dimensions.9,24 For example, if the grain size is assumed to

be equal to film thickness for W, as is generally the case for

Cu,9 calculations (not shown) reveal that the relative contri-

bution of the grain boundary scattering is �80% in the entire

thickness range in Fig. 6, which indicates that the larger

grain size observed for W, relative to film thickness, reduces

the contribution of grain boundary scattering significantly.

The somewhat unusual relation between grain size and

film thickness for W can be understood as due to a metasta-

ble b-phase that exists during film processing. It has been

shown that a fine grained metastable b-phase with a grain

size of �5 nm is formed during the initial film deposition of

W, which then transforms to a relatively coarse grained equi-

librium a-phase.1,14,27 This mechanism provides the large ra-

tio of grain size to film thickness. Once the transformation is

completed, further grain growth is limited by the low grain

boundary mobility for the a-W, consistent with the modest

increase in grain size with increasing film thickness observed

in this study. This relatively unique grain size controlling

mechanism may be a significant advantage for the use of W

as nanoscale wires in semiconductor interconnects.

IV. BEYOND FS AND MS MODELS

The careful experimental characterization described

above allows a clear demonstration of the inability of the FS,

FSþMS, or MSS models to quantitatively predict the resis-

tivity over all temperatures and film thicknesses. This is in

contrast to a recent study of Cu films where, while the FS

model failed to describe the experiments, the FSþMS and

MSS models resulted in reasonable agreement with experi-

mental results.9 Previous studies have found similar prob-

lems in predicting the large increase in resistivity that is

observed with decreasing film thickness. For example, in

Refs. 28 and 29, the FS model predicts systematically lower

values of the resistivity for single-crystal Cu films for film

thicknesses below �10 nm even with the assumption of fully

diffuse scattering (p¼ 0). This is an important observation

that merits further consideration since it seems to identify a

fundamental limitation of the models and brings into ques-

tion the ability of the simple models of this kind to make pre-

dictions of the resistivity for even thinner films (below

10 nm) where there is significant interest in determining

replacement materials for Cu in interconnects. While there

are many possible explanations for the inability of the mod-

els to describe the experiments, here we highlight a few of

them with possible directions to develop more predictive the-

oretical models.

A. Multiple relevant length scales for bulk resistivity

Strong deviations from the FS, FSþMS, and MSS mod-

els might be due to the assumption that only one length scale,

the EMFP k, is relevant for a describing the bulk resistivity.

Instead, it may be essential to consider the possibility that

multiple length scales associated with electron-phonon scat-

tering are important. This might be essential for a metal like

W, which possesses a very complex Fermi surface.

In a material with multiple bands crossing the Fermi

level, each characterized by a different velocity, there should

be many relevant length scales to describe electron-phonon

scattering. In the case of W, the Fermi surface is complicated,

FIG. 6. Relative contributions to the resistivity size effect for surface scatter-

ing and grain boundary scattering calculated using the FSþMS model and

values of p and R given in Table II are plotted as a function of film thickness

for the experimentally observed grain sizes of samples A to H.
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including the electron jack, electron ball, hole octahedron, and

hole ellipsoid.2 These regions of the Fermi surface do not

form a continuous surface, and the carrier velocity associated

with different parts of the Fermi surface varies greatly.

Improvements might be sought by developing a semiclassical

model similar to existing models, but based on multiple length

scales associated with bulk electron-phonon scattering occur-

ring in different regions of the disconnected Fermi surface.

B. Quantum size effects for electrons

It is also important to remember that the FS, FSþMS,

and MSS models are semiclassical models that are based on an

assumption of the scattering of bulk quasiparticles. This might

be expected to be reasonable when the film thickness and grain

size are larger than the bulk EMFP (L � k and g � k). By

contrast, in the opposite limit where k� L or k� g, electrons

undergo multiple interface or grain-boundary scattering events

which may lead to interfering electron trajectories. As a result,

in this limit, scattering events cannot be treated as independent

events. The interference between multiple scattering events

and different electron trajectories in a disordered system might

lead to enhanced scattering, increased resistivity, diffusive

transport, or even electron localization.

For thin films, the formation of minibands might also be

relevant. In the instance that minibands are relevant, conduc-

tivity is predicted to exhibit a saw-tooth dependence on film

thickness L.30,31 Estimates of the spacing between the highest

minibands is on the order Ef
a L= Þð , where Ef is the Fermi

energy, a is the lattice parameter, and L is the film thickness.

For the present case, we estimate that this spacing is compara-

ble to kBT at room temperature for L� 10 nm. For T ¼ 4.2 K,

the spacing between even the lowest minibands is less than

kBT, and quantum size effects could possibly be observed.

Another important aspect is electron-phonon scattering, which

may tend to result in smearing of the quantum size effects.

One approach to studying quantum size effects is to use

first-principles calculations with Green’s functions. For

example, in Ref. 32, transport in small (less than 1800 atom)

Cu films was computed using Green’s functions, with the

results fit to FS models. However, the resistivity was only

computed for T¼ 0 K, and hence electron decoherence

effects were not included. Another issue is the rather small

sizes of the films along the conduction direction in Ref. 32,

which makes comparison to experimental measurements in

films with very large areas questionable. However, first-

principles methods based on Green’s functions approaches

represent an important way forward towards developing

more predictive models.

C. Quantum size effects for phonons

Finally, we consider the possibility that the formation of

phonon minibands might result in size-dependent electron-

phonon scattering rates. Assuming linear dispersion, the fre-

quency spacing between neighboring phonon minibands can

be estimated from Dx � vp
L , where v is the acoustic phonon

velocity, corresponding to the energy �hDx � hv
2L, where h is

Planck’s constant. For a W film with L� 10 nm, this energy

is � 10�3 eV. This is much smaller than kBT at room

temperature, but only slightly less than kBT for T ¼ 4.2 K. It

seems likely that phonon miniband formation associated

with very thin films could be relevant for T ¼ 4.2 K but not

for room temperature. Moreover, the spacing between elec-

tronic minibands is larger than this scale, as described above,

and probably modification of the phonon spectrum for thin

films is a less significant effect.

V. SUMMARY

The impact of surface scattering and grain boundary

scattering to the resistivity size effect in W films was studied

using a series of polycrystalline W films prepared by dc sput-

tering. The Fuchs-Sondheimer surface scattering and

Mayadas-Shatzkes grain boundary scattering models were

employed for quantitative analyses. Using these models, the

scattering parameters that minimized the SSE were

p¼ 0þ 0.1, R¼ 0.55 6 0.06, where the error ranges were

determined using the bootstrap resampling method at 95%

confidence. The relative contribution of the surface scatter-

ing continuously increased with decreasing film thickness

and eventually became the dominant scattering mechanism

at thickness below 20 nm, due to the modest decrease in

grain size with decreasing film thickness.

Detailed comparison of the predicted resistivities with

the experimental results revealed systematic deviations.

Possible reasons for the inadequacy of the FS, FSþMS, and

MSS models were presented: these include the possibility of

more than one relevant length scale for bulk electron scatter-

ing, neglect of electron interference including mini-band for-

mation or electron localization effects, and neglect of size-

dependence of the phonon spectrum relevant for electron-

phonon scattering. Directions for improvement of theoretical

models were presented.
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